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A five year rise in GP A's' that's
been labeled a "definite and
unwarranted lowering of academic
standards," is causing a sudden
flun:y of concern among UNM
faculty members and
administrators.
The worry is based on statistics
which show that while the quality
of the UNM student body has
been getting steadily worse, the
grades these students have
received from the faculty have
been getting rap,idly better.
The findings are included in a
study of GPA's and ACT scores
over the past five years compiled
by University College Dean Bill
Huber.
Other administration officials
have expressed their concern
about the trend:
-Average GPA's for all students
are rising measurably.
Significantly, average ACT scores
for entering freshmen have
dropped measurably.
-The average GPA at UNM five
years ago was 2.16. Now it is 2.48.
Nationally, five years ago the GP A
was 2.08 compared with 2.20
now.
The statistics are also taken into

.

By MARK SANCHEZ
score on the test, the drop in the
students and all juniors in
average percentile of incoming
pharmacy."
freshmen from 82 per~cent to 72
He listed the overall increases
per cent coupled with. the GP A
during the same period for
rise
has caused the flurry of
undergraduates as .058; for
concern
over the matter.
undergrad men .071; for
What does it all mean?
undergrad women .034; freshmen
"In short," says Loren Potter,
.032; sophomores, .068; juniors
assistant dean of the University
.07 5; and seniors .085; the grad
·college and chairman of the
school increase was .049.
biology department, "we·'re
Time Till the 4.00
getting a poorer quality input and
But, the Director of
they're getting higher grades."
Institutional Research declined to
The Blanket System
call it a problem in an interview
"A
number of profs," said
with the Daily Lobo,
Potter, "give blanket 'A's' and
"It does not appear too bad to
'B 's." A reasonable person would
me," he said in the letter, "that
question the rationale (of doing
the GP A's for freshmen and to a
that).
lesser extent sophomores have
"In the past the University has
been rising. If we are going to take
looked to an absolute system in
in more and more poorly prepared
students (mostly from minority
grading." He said if a student
produced, he received an "A," if
groups), we have to go easy on
them at first to keep them in
he didn't he received a low grade.
Hendrickson points to teachers
school and give them a chance. If
"who think grades are
we go easy on them we must also
meaningless., He said quite a bit is
do so for the better prepared
due to the University's liberalized
students, and grades quite
grading procedure.
naturally rise.
He noted, as did Huber, the 12
"Eventually they should level
week grace period for dropping
. off at some higher value. But
classes at UNM also contributed to
when this trend is continued into
the
rise. He added most other
the junior, senior, and graduate
colleges still operate with the 4
week period.

Photo by Paula Holland

Morris Hendrickson.
account in a letter from the
years I consider this a definite and
Director of Institutional Research,
unwarranted lowering of standards
and am very rnuch opposed to it. I
Morris Hendrickson to Academic
confess, however, that I haven't
V i c e P r e side n t C h ester
Travelstead.
any idea what to do about it."
Huber's study examines the rise .
In his letter he noted that if the
in GPA's over the school years
current rate of increase persists, it
1966-67 up to 1970-71.
would take 13 years for all
education majors to realize the 4
Hendrickson's letter deals with a
further upswing in grades last
point; it would take 16 years for
semester.
all Fine Arts majors; 16 for all
The Increases
Arts and Science people; 10 years
In that letter, dated Jan. 21 this
for all women in education; 11 for
year, Hendrickson .discussed the
all juniors; 15 years for Fine Arts
men; 22 for all undergraduates
prospect of all students having a
cumulative 4.00 in just a few years
and seven years for all graduate
in the Uni'V'ersity's various
students, before they realize a
colleges.
straight "A" average.
In the administrations' eyes, the
He notes that the rise in GPA's
is substantial enough to cause
trend would not be so perplexing
cortcern, and says exceptim. . s are
if the students accepted, by
rareandnotveryencouraging.
UNM •s liberal entrance
HThere were increases (last
requirements indicated they were
semester) over 1970-71 in
capable of makirtg grades that
· virtually all classifications in the
high. The facts, however, indicate
individual colleges," said
justtheoppositeistrue.
Hendrickson; "with few
UNM requires all incoming
exceptions, overall GP A's were up
freshmen to take the American
as were those by sex and class.
College Test (ACT) as part of its
entrance requirements. While
The exceptions were a drop by all
men (in pharmacy) as well as all
there is no minimum required

Huber believes another element
contributing to the rise is that
professors are now in two schools
of thought. One school says grades
are meaningful, the other says
grades are meaningless.
That difference in grading
philosophy came to a head last
semester when sociology
department chairman Richard
Tomasson fired two TA's for
awarding too many "A's" and
"B 's." He accused the assistants of
granting more than two-thirds of
the classes they taught, "A's" or
"B's."
In scholastic circles now the
argument is whether a student
should be given all positive
reinforcement (good grades) or
whether he should receive some
negative reinforcement.
The Dean of the University
Co liege said "too positive" a
reinforcement in grading is hurting
a number of students who decide
after they've been here awhile,
"they don't like it."
Huber noted he thought
Hnegative feedback is just as
important as positive feedback."
Smarter Students
Many different theories about
the rise in GPA's have been
presented, including the theory
UNM is getting smarter students.
But that theory doesn't. hold
water in light of the drop in ACT
scores.
Hendricksen is quick to say the
problem is not limited to UNM.
He said a good example was Tufts
College which experienced a
"tremendous increase" of people
on · their honor rolls and is now
discussing the possibility of doing
away with the honor roll
altogether.
Potter indicated the possible
consequences for UNM students
who had grades which are all the

same. He said, though he does not
put an overwhelming amount of
emphasis on the GPA, he is
concerned about what would
happen if some sort of meaningful
grading procedure or policy for
students was done away with.
Graduate -schools, medical
schools and law schools "would
have to rely on their own method
of evaluation for UNM students,"
he said.
Adding, "some of the other
schools know the grades they see
now, do not mean the same as the
grades they saw a few years ago."
He also stated, "a number of
employers around Albuquerque
sense something is going on with
the GPA. Some are requiring
higher GPA's for jobs."
The Graduate School Bulletin
stipulates that a "B" average or
better in the last two semesters of
college is required for admittance
to the graduate school, though
some departments demand higher
averages.
What To Do

Potte:r thinks. too much
emphasis is being placed on
grades. Potter, who examines
transfer students' transcripts, said,
"As I evaluate transcripts, 1 could
care less about what an overall
GPA says."

J
~

1

He said many factors enter into

a student's desire to go to school.
"Motivation," and "goals" were
two he said he placed a great deal
of stress on.
The Administration is
concerned and Travelstead said it's
studying the matter and a solution
is open to discussion. He added
the matter should be cleared up
by the administration and faculty,
noting it was a problem the entire
University community should be
made aware of.
''My concern," he said, "is
institutional-wide. I don't think
any one college is responsible for
the increase.
Hendrickson, however, believes
there are three main offenders
responsible for the GPA rise. He
informed Travelstead the three
most guilt~' are Education, Arts
and Sciences, and Fine Arts, "in
that order.'>
He is more intense in his
concern for a solution. He told
Travelstead, "I don't go for the
argument that t:J.egative evaluations
might bruise a student's ego. If a
student goes through college and
comes out with a GP A much
higher than he deserves, he is
going to enter the working world
with an entirely erroneous
confidence in his knowledge and
ability, and then his ego isn't
going to be bruised-it's going to
be shattered. Better a few bruises
now."
Two of the colleges, Fine Arts
and Education, have committees
formed to look into the solution.
Fine Arts is to present a report to
Dean Clinton Adams in April with
proposals. Education has a
committee which j,s now gathering
information with no results yet.
In the meantime, however,
grades are expected to cohtinue
upwards.
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The Source
By Carolyn Babb

'NOW, IF YOU JUST SIT DOWN, WE'LL 'DI~CUSS MY AID DEMANDS.

..
I

commentary

Bourlaug DDT Stand Hit
Nobelist's Criticism Defies Evidence
By ED CHANEY
Conservation News
When Rachel Carson blew the
whistle on the growing
environmental dangers of
excessive dependence on
persistent pesticides, she was
subjected to some pretty nasty
name - calling by the more · is •
better chemical merchants and
their disciples. In more recent
times, they've accused
envb:onmentalists of averything
from anti-capitalism to genocide
and being preoccupied with sexual
potency.
So fts relatively small potatoes
to be called "fear provoking,
irresponsible envb:onmentalists"
conducting a "vicious, hysterical
propaganda campaign against the
use of agricultural chemicals."
This attack was launched by
Normal E. Bourlaug, winner of
the 1970 Nobel Prize for his
meritorious work in developing
high yield grains.
Entitled
Bourlaug is an emi,,: nt
geneticist, but doesn't claim ~~ oe
a pesticide expert. Nonetheless, ho
is certainly entitled to his
opinions. And he certainly has
some interesting ones about
environmentalists and pesticides,
particularly our old friend DDT,
which has long since out-lived its
usefulness and welcome in
agricultre and health programs.
Due to the prestige that comes
with a Nobel Prize, Bourlaug's
opinions have been widely
publicized throu~hout the United
States, pumping new life into
many of the old myths about
DDT and environmentalists'
general attitudes on pesticides.
Bourlaug is a zealous defender
of DDT's value to health and
agriculture. He says
environmentalists' efforts to ban
its use in this country are just the
first step toward banning all
pesticides, weed killers and
fertilizers everywhere in the
world. These assertions simply are
not supported by the facts.
DDT has long been replaced in
the fight against insect • borne
disease in this country. It is used
on Jess than one per cent of U.S.
food crops, and virtually no DDT
is used in California, the nation's
number one food producing state.
Banning the use of DDT in the
United States would not affect its
use in other countries. However,
experts generally agree that there
are effective substitutes for DDT
in all international health and
agrkulture programs.
Bourlaug claims
environmentalist. s are
"b~ainwashing" the public with
t h c i r '• vicious, hysteria 1
propaganda" about the
environmental backlash of DDT
and its persistl'!nt pesticide
rc lati vcs. Ironically, the most
powerful condemnations of DDT
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come from the nation's most
prestigious scientific circles, In
1971, "a panel from the National,
Academy of Science concluded,
"DDT and its derivatives are
serious environmental pollutants
and present a substantial threat to
the quality of the human
environment through widespread
damage to some non-target
organisms."
Another panel of. eminent
pesticide scientists also concluded,
"A massive national effort should
be made immediately to effect a
drastic reduction of the escape of
persistent toxicants into the
environment, with the ultimate
aim of achieving virtual cessation
in the shortest possible time."
Last year, a report sponsored
by the Massachusetts Institute of
Technology stated that as little as
an estimated 0.1 per cent of all
the DDT produced has already
contaminated and caused declines
in marine food fish and fish •
eating birds.
The report concluded with this
interesting bit of "vicious,
hystodcal propaganda"; "The
more the problems are studied,
the more unexpected effects are
identified. In view of the findings

letters, '
Test-out

'

Your story on "Test-out of
Fresh English" was ·poor
journalism. Dr. Davis is a
distinguished teacher having won
awards and honors. You should
give him coverage and should give
him credit for knowing something
about teaching freshmen. (No; he
is not a friend or acquaintance of
mine; I did what your reporter
should ]laVe done: checked the
DAS for 1968.)
Somewhere along the line,
someone must have suggested that
you get the facts for a news story.
Advance testing of students is not
new- it's very old. In fact the
approach suggested by Dr. Davis
has b!!en abandoned by some
colleges. Where would you get
those facts?
Dr. Davis should know about
the phase out by Illinois and
Michigan; if he doesn't, someone
in the English department should.
If you want opinions, get them
from someone who knows
something about the subject someone who has taught high
school for 20 years, someone who
has taught frosh 20 years.
A person comes to college with
about 8 years of formal language
training. He do~s not start in on a
brand new subject as one T A you
q u ate seems to imagine. Any
harm that has been done, has
already been. done. Nor is one

of the past decade, our prediction
of the hazards may be vastly
underestimated."
Bourlaug's opinions on DDT's
value and its impact on the
environment read like a page from
the chemical companies'
propaganda handbooks. His
assertion that environmentalists
want to ban all agricultural
chemicals, even fertilizer, is a
transparent pro duct of the
chemical col;!lpanjes' imagination.
Environmentalists persistently
advocate the use of non-persistent
agricultural chemicals in concert
with biological and cultural pest
control methods, thus achieving
more effective pest control while
minimizing adverse impacts on the
environment.
The more - is • better chemical
. companies and their disciples are
rapidly accelerating propaganda
efforts to obscure the mounting
scientific evidence condemning
both the long-range inefficiency
and harmful environmental
impact of DD1' and its persistent,
non-selective relatives. The
concerned citizen must be
constantly on guard to separate
scientific fact from opinion.

semester of training in writing
going to make much difference,
(Language is too deep seated in a
person's personality for that!)
although I have known teachers
older than the TA who imagined
it should.
The facts are - where do I get
them? the state of Missouri has
been giving statewide English tests
for about 10 years - dig up the
facts; a journalist should do more
than quote half baked opinionsthat about 10 percent of the
students enrolling in college in
any given year do not need
further training in language and
do not benefit from it.
They improve in a frosh English
program but this is due largely to
their inr.reasing mntnrit.y. Anotlu~r
10 per cent will benefit more
from an honors program than the
standard program. At least 13 per
cent are going to flunk out in any
event, but the 13 per cent above
them will benefit from remedial
instruction (five hours a week
rather than three).
If you wanted to punch a pin in
the English department's balloon,
you could have done it with facts.
You rel-y too much on
uninformed opinion to be editing
a paper.
John A. Radcliffe
P.S.: As you sob for Angela
Davis, how about a tear or two for
the murdered men? and the man
left paralyzed for life?

Q. Why aren't married students allowed to live together in
the coed dorms on campus? D. B.
A. The assistant director of housing, Robert Schulte, said
he didn't know. "We have something in our contracts that
states cohabitation wouldn't be allowed," Schulte said,"-the
questio.n never came up before, but he doubted if they would
allow it for regular students.
There have been married students living together in the
dorms during the regular school year in the past and there is a
married couple living in Coronado Hall now, but these people
are on the staff, he said.
The comptroller for Housing Collection, Shirley Minge,
said she had received no requests so far from married
students wishing to live together in the coed dorms. "We have
tried it during the past in the summer time, but it was not
too successful," Minge said. Actually the dorms aren't too
well adapted for it physically, but are built for a different
type of living, not for two people in one small room with all
of their belongings, she said.
Minge didn't foresee any planning in the near future for
married dorm residents to live together unless some
remodeling was done. "When the married students can't last
through one summer session in a single dorm room, I don't
see how a year would be any better," she said.

Q. What's the procedure for getting a street name
changed? Our street is named Sedrev which is verdes spelled
backwards. The developer originally put in for the name
verdes but there was some conflict with another street so
they thought Sedrev would be cute. R. G. B.
A. Lloyd Barlow, urban planner for the city Planning
Department, said there are two ways a street name can be
changed. First, you could write up a petition and get it signed
by 100 per cent of the abutting property owners, or you
could plunk down $100 for an application (which you don't
get back even if your name change doesn't go Lhrough). Your
application goes to the City Planning Commission and if they
approve it your application is sent to the City Commission
for their approval.
Q. On my current driver's license there are a few ~istakes.
1) my house number; 2) my weight, and; 3) my brrth date
year. All three errors were brought to. the attentio~ of the
typist and retyped. The end process 1s to have this form
photographed at which time the three. number~ that w~re
retyped are just a smudge. I brought 1t to then attention
again-they assured me all was OK because the copy that
went to Santa Fe was the corrected copy.
· This is all good, but I can not use this or have it accepted
as ID to prove I'm 21-at 28 this can prove to be a hassle in a
public place. S. M.
A I contacted Wilfred Gomez of the New Mexico Motor
Vehicle Department on San Pedro NE and he said if there is a
department error they will furnish you '!ith a ne'! license
and no fee will be charged. Just ask for h1m and brmg your
license with you.
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The Soft Parade
"Rock'' in its easy form will flow from Johnson Gym Friday night
when Mark·Almond and J. J. Cale perform. Shown above are Jon Mark
(left) and Johnny Almond, former sidemen for John Mayall who split
to form ~his group. Their jazz·influenced band is familiar to many
people here from their appearance with Elton John at the Arenn last
May. Tickets for the Mar. 10 concert are $4 general admission ($3 for
UNM students), available nt the Union, Gold Street Circus, the Totem
Pole, and Reidlings.
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Q. The post office has been saving up our mail and not
delivering it, and I'd like to know what's going on. J. J. B •.
A. The assistant superintendent at your post off1ce
(station A), Kent Lauser, said that there are a couple of
reasons why you might have received several days worth of
mail all at once. If there is a loose dog around yout house or
on the block who won't let the mailman deliver then he may
withhold delivery, or your mail might have been
mis-delivered and therefore taken several more days to reach
your home, arriving with your regularly delivered mail, he
said.
Q. The February .21 edition of your column adivsed a
reader concerning where to find information about "water
and rock tables in the Edgewood, N.M. area." I'm sure he
would be glad to learn that the General Library has at least
two publications that will be usefUl to him. These are:
"Ground Water Levels in New Mexico," New Mexico State
Engineer, Basic Data Report, 1969, p. 44·45; and the U.S.
Geological Survey Water Supply Papers, nos. 260 and 275.
Since there are probably many people who have similar
questions, your readers may profit from knowing that the
library is an excellent source of information on New Mexico
geology.
A. My thanks to Gwen Reveley, assistant science and
engineering librarian at Zimnrerman Library for her
information.
(All questions should be directed to The Source cfo The
Lobo, P.O. Box 20 University of New Mexico, 87106 or
dropped in The Lobo suggestion box, located inside the east
door of the Union. Please include your name, address and
telephone number, although only initials will be used in the
column. Questions will not be answered by mail).
NEW MEXICO LOBO

their older opponents. Over 1400
Compiled from Lobo Sources
The major excitement of young voters have been registered,
tomorrow's municipal election as compared to the turnout of a
will be provided by the large .mere 1600 in the 1960 municipal
number of under-21 candidates. electiOn.
ENMU is represented in
In Las Vegas, Leroy Sanchez, a
Highlands University student, is Portales by a faculty member as
well us two studente.
challenging Alfred Nch!on for city
Paul Strub, dean of ENMU's
council. Nelson, a former mayor,
holds the current record as the music school, is seeking a ward
youngest holder of that office in seat, while Tom Cummins, an
the city's history, while Sanchez is education student, and William
a former West Las Vegas high Hicks, a student body vice
president, are after the council
school athlete.
The mayor's race in Eunice is seats of incumbent Mike Burns,
being run by two 19-year·olds, nnd former mnyor C. D .
Jeff Drew, a freshman at New Patterson, a veteran councilman.
Providing contrast to this
Mexico Junior College, and
Michael S. Webb, a sophomore at heyday for tho youth is David C.
Montoya, representing the Union
the same institution.
In another mayoralty race, de Coopcrativa de Ancianos, a Las
18-year-old Steve Barron, the Vegas group working for the
state's youngest candidate, says he elderly poor. He is running for the
represents not only the young Las Vegas City Council.
Youth·full as this election may
people of Farmington, but "all
the people." He would probably be, a low voter turnout is
be the youngest mayor in the expected and many positions are
not even being challenged.
state's history, if elected.
An example is Springer, whose
Another would·be mayor is
Terry Bricker, in Grants. Bricker, mayor and three of the city
20, opposes Ray Mattila, Jack councilmen are running for
reelection unopposed, It also has
Elkins, and Dave Zerwas.
In the Alamogordo race, no candidates for police judge.
Stephen Brown, a New Mexico
State student, is challenging
current mayor Walter Mullins for
J
his city council seat.
Easter New Mexico University
students are involved in the races
in Roswell and Portales.
~
<I
Roswell sees John S. JacksOn,
•
Submarine Sandwiches 4
19, and Paul L. Coppin, 20, • ~ Foot Long Italian Grinders :
running on a platform of
~
increased representation for
~ 30 Varieties-Home of the:
blacks and Chicanos. Following a
flood of voters registered by
•
SuperSub
1
~
college students and the Chicano
Welfare Rights organization, the
Take Out Service-265-9839
two stand a good chance against

and R Subs
3202 San Mateo NE

-
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at the store for DIAMONDS

0~ &!J!JtJ()m

ale
March 6-17
Selected paperbacks
,
· (including foretgn)
40c per inch
Selected hardbacks from 1.00-9.98

Limited Supply of:
Leather Watchbands 1-2 Price
Sweatshirts 1. 00 & up
UNM Jewelry 99c
Stationery & Notebooks 50% savings
Polyfluff animals 75c
Plastic stick-on Greek letters
r~g. 39c now lOc

UNM BOOKSTORE

Special rings for the
Special people you are • , •

your personol service jeweler

2312 CENTRAL SE • SPECIAL STUDENT TERMS • MINUTES FROM YOU.
Monday, March 6, 1972
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Ashbrook:, McClosk.ey Say
'You Can't Believe f~ixon'

I

',,~.J:l
Photo by
Marshal

Student marshal BQb O'Leary, one of 25 such individuals employed
in the Union, 11hows a sample trespass card. The card is given to
individuals before they are to b(l evicted from the building and
individuals then refusing to leave are arrested for illegal trespass.

Union Security Aides Create 'Problems'

By UNITED PRESS INTERNAT~ONAL.
, .
The two Republican contenders ~or Pr~s1dent N?'on s Job,
running in Tuesday's New Ha,mpshn:e pnmary, sa1d Sunday
he has failed to be a good President because 11 you can't
·
believe what he says anymore.,
Rens. John Ashbrook of Ohio and Paul McCloskey Jr. of
Calif~nia. running in the first - in-the ·nation pdmary where
Nixon is ~onsidered to be the overwhelming favorite to win,
agreed that Nixon ha~ "almost, t?tally . abandoned .the
principles of the Repubhcan Party smce his 1968 election.
They appeared on CBS's "Face the Nation~'.' Ashbrook
speaking from Boston and McCloskey from Wash1pgton.
Sen. George S. McGovern of South Dakota, running on the
Democratic side refused to predict his vote percentage in the
primary, but he' said t?at win or. lose he woul~ remain iD; th~
presidential race until the natiOnal convention at M1am1
Beach in July.
McGovern appeared on ABC's "Issues and Answers" from
Boston.
The five Democratic contenders in. Tuesday's race agreed
to a 90-minute debate on New Hamp!>hire's VHF educational
television station with five local newsmen asking them
questions.
Muskie Slipping
Sen, Edmund S. Muskie of Maine, still considered to be the
frontrunner based on a Boston Globe poll showing him with
42 per cent of the vote, arranged to appear with his closest
rival McGovern, plus Mayor Sam Yorty of Los Angeles, Sen.
Van~e Hartke of Indiana and Edward Coil, a Hartford social
activist. The candidates used state and national television
exposure to close their campaigns.
The Globe Poll showed 20 per cent of the Democratic
voters undecided and 26 per cent favoring McGovern. The
results showed a slippage of Muskie's strength from a count
taken Jan. 24 which gave him 65 per cent of the vote.
·
Yorty got four per cent; Hartke, two per cent and Call
recorded virtually no support.
McCloskey said he believed his entry in New Hampshire
"might have gotten the President to work harder in his
campaign there and to put forth the (Indochina) peace plans
he did."
"You can't believe the President anymore," McCloskey
said. "We can't trust the President of the United States. I
think it takes new leadership!'
.
No Support
Vice President Spiro T. Agnew remarked, however, that
McCloskey is weakening his .stature in the GOP by his

25 students have been hired as while other student employees the assistant director or. the
secl,lri(;y aides to assist campus begin at $1. 73. The salary for the weekend manager or whomever." ·
Lavender added that he had
pollee in the Union, but their security aides was agreed on at a
employment, designed to combat conference between Assistant relayed that information to both
theft and drug usage in the Director of Student Aids Fred White and Chavez after they
building, has led to problems Chreist, University Personnel presented him with what he called
Director Larry Yehle and Vice an "inform!~!" complaint.
within the building itself.
Chavez said he then told severa,l
The aides wete hired late last President for Student Affairs
of the aides last Saturday what he
month after the Union .Boa1·d Harold Lavender.
In explaining the higher expected of them-"that I didn't
adopted a policy that stated
salaries,
Lavender, who also serves want to see them playing pool any
student security zides should be
used to assist police in as acting Union director, said, more and that 1 wanted to see
maintaining order in the Union. "When you ask someone to do a them actually pai·rolling the
That policy was a substitute for disagreeable job (such as security building. An hour after I told
one that would have required all · aide) you naturally pay them a them that they confiscated some
smack, That's beautiful."
persons entering the building after higher salary,"
Rudolfo Chavez and Drew
3 p.m. to identify themselves as
either a student or as a staff or White, two of the students
employed elsewhere in the Union,
faculty member.
At i&<;Ue in the dispute is the however, disagree that the salaries
i
fact that the security aides receive are equitable. Chavez, who is
a starting salary of $2 per hour employed as weekend manager in
MQnday, March 6
the Union, and who is also paid
Education and Administration;
$2 per hour, said both he and Union, room 253; noon·2 p.m.
KU.NM; Union, room 230; 1·2:30
White would file formal grievance
..
procedures over the salary dispute P~mP<~.nh~llenic
CouncU; Union, room
later this week.
230; 3:80•5:30 p.m.
Chavez also said the security
La Societe du <.;incma; Union
3:30, 7 and 9 p.m.
aides were not really doing their theater;
Town ClUb; Union, room 250·D:
job, and that he had been first 6-9:30
p.m.
•
told that he had no authority over
SIMS; Union, rooms 231D·E:
"self-aggrandizing attitude" in seeking the nomination.
6: 3Q-1 0 p.m.
them.
Ashbrook said his objective for running in the primary
Town
Club
Pledges:
Union,
room
Lavender, however, said the 250-D; 7 0 p.m.
"vm:;
to get th'=' maximum number of votes and to put
aides report to the director and
Young Ameri~ans tor Freedom;
that in the "director's absence I Union, room 250·E; 7·9 p.m.
pressure on this administration."
D,R,U.G,; Union, room 250-A; 8·10
assume that that means they
He said he might vote for Nixon next November, "but I
report to his surrogate who is on p ..m.
Popular Entertainment; Union, see no way I can support him on policy."
duty at the time whether that be room 250-C; 9·10:30 p.m.
WIRE FR~MES
In other developments, a young Blackfoot Indian leader,
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Spaghetti Dinner
Meatballs or Sausage
Salad and Garlic Bread

OPTICIANS
511 Wyoming NE
255-8282
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Latin American Policy

$1.50
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Merlin Harwood, endorsed the presidential candidacy of Sen.
Hubert H. Humphrey of Minnesota and was put in charge of
rallying support for him among the nation's 850,000 Indians.
Comedian Pat Paulsen also appears on the GOP balloL in
New Hampshire. A write-in campaign is being conducted for
Rep. Wilbur D. Mills (D-Axk.) who was polled at two per
cent.

905 YaleSE

EAT

Jewme Slater will give a public
lecture on "The Latin American
Policy of the United States" on
March 6 at 8 p.m. jn the Kiva.
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WASHlN G'l'ON-congressman
Manuel Lujan, Jr. (R·NM) has
introduced a resolution calling for
a federal budget to be printed in
red ink if government spending
exceeds its income.
Citing the "burdensom
deficits" offiscal years 1970-1·2·3
as being "passed to the citizens
eithe.r directly through tax
increases or indirectly through
inflation," Lujan's resolution (H.
Res. 832) states that such deficits
should be !ecognizable at a glance
by being printed in red.
The resolution is now under
study by the Committee on House
Administration.
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The Daily .New Mexico Lobo is
pu.blished Monday through FridaY
every :regular week of the Univer•
slty year by the Board of Student
Publications ot the UniverSity of
.New Mexi~o. and is not financially
associated with U.NM. Senond classpostage paid at AlbU(Ierque, New
Mexico 87106. Subscription rate is
$1 tor tlte academic year.
The opinions expressed on the
editorial pages of The Dally Lobo
are those of the attthor solely. Un·
signed oplnlon Is that of the edi·
torial board of The Dally Lobo.
.Nothing printed in The Daily Lobo
necessatily represents the ilie\Vs of
the UnivertritY
of :1-te\V Mexico.
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Marchers Remember Slain Beret
'We Have to Keep the Issue Alive'

Bee/heart Has ''Pizazz''
Lobo Review
Captain Beefhcart And His Magic
.Band (Kama Sutra/.BDS 5063)
For you poor souls who've
been led to believe that Captain
Beefheart music is just too bizarre
to be music and have chosen to
ignore the possibility of having
your brains scrambled, there is
now salvation at hand. It's safe,
non-toxic, but pure Beefhea,rt,
Why this record has been
essentially ignored blows one's
mind, as the album is four years
· old, give or take a time warp or
two.
It is definitely a strange album.
Don Van Vliet is the Captain's
alias, which means nothing except
he wrote and produced all the
cuts, with some help from Ry
Cooder on "Sure Nuff 'n' Yes I
Do" on Side One and "Grown So
Ugly" on the flip side. Each cut
has real pi)'lazz, more so on .;orne
cuts, but the listener is rarely
diGApJ>(>into.d.

m

fAet, the band

was mites ahead of most everyone
else in terms of conceptual
progress in the production work
and the musicianship, in reference
to what they were trying to say to
thair audience.
Without giving anything away, I
suggest you give your eardrums a
treat by l'atching tile beginning of
"Zig Zag Wanderer" thtough
earphones, It's nica. Actually, this

Advisors to Visit
Dept. of History
Three historians will be at UNM
Mar. 13·15 to evaluate the
university's department of
history.
Committees advise the UN1Vi
president and academic
departments about instruction,
research, recruitment of faculty,
long-range plans and other
pri:Jfessional matters,
The committee will meet with
administrators, history
department faculty members and
students.
Members of the committee are
Stephen Graubard, Brown
Universit~, chairman; Ray Allen
Billington, senior research
associate at the Henry E.
Huntington Library and Ari
Gallery; and John J. Johnson,
director of the Center for Latin
American Studies at Stanford
Univetsity.

••••• •••••••••• ••••••~•••••••••••••••••u••••n••••••.,
A messdge to
Associated Students
If you hove problems with your lend·
lord and/or would like to join the
tenant Uhion, please drop by or tall
Berhadetfe Chavez

ASUNM Senate
271·5605
II I can be of heip lo you, '"~ uiike
hours ore lrom 9·10 a.m. Mon.
through fri. in Rm. 248 of the SUB.
You can leove a melsoge in. my box
at the ASUNM anytime, Rm. 24& is
al$o the· office of the N.M. lenMts
Organization.
fllfjfflflltttlffi'tifi.trUUt.iiU•Itlllftltlitillllfli.flil

M6nday, March &,1972

whole recording is perfect fo:t
headphones.
The types of songs presented
are all different in style, as is
expected from Beefheart, and as a,
result the album never gets dull Ol'
repetitive. If you're a confirmed
.Beefhenrt freak, you'll want to get
into the lyrics on "Dropout
.Boogie," and the insane
Flamingo's put·on, done so well in
"I'm Glad."
Traditional insanity is one way
to label this efforL, with emphasis
on insanity. We're also given the
chance to see how far this band
has really gone, and brother, it's a
long way. Beefheart people will be
very satisfied with this older
version of Bet:!f, and if you've
never gotten behind this band
before, then this is your, album.
It's safe as milk.
Tom Lynch

By MARK BLUM
An estimated crowd of 250 ,
students, faculty, and members of
the local community marched
Saturday from Tingley Park to
Old Town Plaza where they heard
speakers urge that the recent
Glayings of Rito Canales and
Antonio Cordova not be
forgotten.
The marchers, carrying &igris
calling for "Justicia 0 Muerta"
and "You Can Kill a
Revolutionary, But You Can't Kill
The Revolution," were escorted
by members of the Albuquerque
Police force who had· patrol cars
&tationed on every corner of the
route,
No Forgotten Issue
"We have to keep the issue
alive," !laid Antonio Mondragon,
chairman of the Chicano Studies
at UNM, "they want it to be
forgotten, They want tha public
to get tired of hearing about our
dead brothers."
Mondragon, noted that
although three different
approaches have been tried in
order to mount an investigation
into the killings, they ha,ve not
worked out.
"We formed the Citizens
Coalition of Concerned Citizens
made up of 26 civic organizations
and asked Gov. King to appoint a

Education Program Reviewers
Suggest Extensive Changes .....

Abolishment of the nine
departments in the College of
Education and the office of the
Dean of the College of Education
were suggested Saturday as pa~t of
the Program Review Process held
by the COE last weekend.
The meetings, called ''Marathon
Meetings," were the first of eight
steps towaxd changing the
priorities and programs of the
College of Education, 'l'he final
decisions on all programs and
!Ui•u~tlcs will be completed by
May 26.
The meetings are prjmarHy for
An old fashioned amateur hour, the purpose of finding problem
areas witllitt the COE's programs
sponsored by the AMIGO social and
facilitating ideas for proposed
committee in support of thP. changes.
Albuquerque Civic Light Op2ra,
The GO participants were
will be held ut 7:30 p.m. March broken
groups with the
11. at the Warehouse, 2505 students,into
both graduates and
Commercial N.E.
designated to be
Entries for the "Fun Fest" can underj,rraduates,
group
chairmen.
Jim Gambone, a
be registered witl1 Sue Mims, 6224 graduate student,
a group
Aztec N.E. (266·3109). Plans for which proposed theled
abolishment
an act or skit should not exceed
five minutes, and prizes will be of nine departments and the
Dean's office. Karen Rodgers, an
awarded to the winner&
· The first production of the undergraduate, suggested the
tight Opera is "Tht> King and I" aboHsbmenl; of "screening,"
whidt i~; the fii:st ~>tep in the
to be held at Popejoy Hall April admission
of prospective students
5·9. Season tickets nre on sale at
into
the
COE.
She referred to
the Popejoy box office at S12, "screening" as "Mickey
Mouse"
$14, and $16 depending on choice
and
that
it
was
ineffective
in
of seats.
who
would
or
would
determining
Set construction ltas begun for
the play, and any persons not be a good teacher,
Other priorities listed were
interested in helping with them
may call the ACLO office at
256-0836.

Amateur Hour

YAF
Young Americans for Freedom
will meet Mar. 6 at 7 p.m. in room
250·E of the Student Union
Building. 'l'he topic of the meeting
will be the report of the
committee to investigate student
fees. Interested persons are
invited.

special grand jl,try, He refused us,"
Mondragon said,
According to the laws of the
state of New Mexico, if 75
residents of a, county sign a
petition calling for the formation
of a grand jury, it must be called,"
Mondragon stated. "We had 131
signatures and yet th!l cou~:ts still
refused our request."
Mondragon said that although
t\o formal denial had yet been
received from the court, Judge
Harry Stowers had told him, "I
know the law and yet I'm still not
going to grant your request,"
"We have lived with the myth
that the courts administer
justice," Mondragon said, "we
must begin to reshape our
thinking· to the realization that
thi& concept was false."
''We must, however, continue
to try every means possible to
bring the facts into the open and
not .let those members of the news
media and others shut tis up,'' he
said.
"This is a state wide march to
protest the deaths of our two
brothers," Mondragon said, ''the
march is a reminder to all people
of the injustice done to La Raza
and will continue unless
something is done."
Holding a rifle to the sky, Gail
Figuero:ra, UNM student, told the

flexibility within the COE, more
orientation toward change,
existence of options by which
students in Education could
pursue multicultura,l education,
relevance of content, and that
COE should prepare teachers for
"today."
. One interesting comment to
come out of lhe "Marathon
Meetings" was that the COE
should stop trying to impress their
peers, and strive to impress their
t>U~>f'ts, thP students. It stressed
that the COE was not serving the
people 1t was created for. A
suggesUon to realign the function
of tlte COE from mass·production
assembly lin~> technique to a
humanistic learning facilitator
technique was wideiy llxpounded
by the students.
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protestor& that 11although I am
not advocating violence at this
time, we have to flght our Anglo
oppres$ors through any means
necessary,"
"The revolution is here,"
Figuerora said, "l would rather be
shot on my feet than die on my
knees." She called for the
reclaiming of the land of New
,Mexico that wa~ stolen from "La
'Ra.za."
"We are all sitting on land
occupied by our oppressors. The
Anglo$ have stolen oul:' land, raped
our children, and killed our
children," she exclaimed, '
··
"Our land must be liberated
just as the Algerians liberated
their land from the English,"
Figuerora said, "Our consciences
must be our only guides as to
what means we use." (Ed. note:
Algeria received its independence
from the F!:ench.)
"I am not ashamed of what
Rito did," said the brother of
RHo Canales, one of the slain
men. "He was trying to do
something that most of us don't
have the guts to do, make this a
better world.''
Canltles said that, he has
challenged the city offici11ls to
meet with him and explain the
facts of the case before an
audience of local residents but has
received no reply. "If they dor. 't
accept the challenge they are
denying the truth," he said.

'

the right ..
contracepttve
for you
Right, because it's offllCtlvol
Right. because it's gentle. so you
can uso it with confidencl). And
these t;Jre the big reasons why
Emko Foam should be your
contraceptive. Over ten years

of testing and medical studies
prove Emko one of the most
effective contraceptives available. Vetil contains no hormones
and therllfore cannot harm your
generlll health and well-being.
Of course, J:rnko Foam half
other important advantages·,
too. There are no complicated
schedule!> to follow; 110 prescriptions or fittings, and you use it
only when you need ptotectlon,
Bt~sides, you hardly know it's
thi.lf\J, With all of the!le advan•
tages, you owe it to yourself
to try Emko.
Emko Foam Two Ways ....

UNM class rings·

I
orders taken
1 today & tomorow

• Regular with delit:ste, ciesr
app/;cstor
• Pre·Fil,

th11t

can be filled up

to one week in sdwmce
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10:00 AM - 4:30 PM
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Free Throws C·osf New Mexico

New Mexico Sweeps Three Game Set
Cruces," he said. "Strike-outs
By GREG LALIRE
New Mexico Highlands goes by don't really mean that much. I
the name of Cowboys but in their was throwing a lot of fastballs.
dark b I ue and yellowish-gold They were swinging at my high
baseball unifo.rms, they looked pitches, but I'll take that any
more like yellow jackets . The only time,"
Hf;l will also take the victory,
trouble was they did not have
which he didn't do the weekend
much sting to them.
UNM's baseball team recorded before against the Aggies. In that
three relatively eooy victories over game, Centerfielder Dennis
NMHU this past weekend at Lobo Mernick dropped a fly ball that
led to an unearned run which gave
field.
Arnie Maz1.1llo pitched a strong NMS the win. In Friday's game
game in Friday afternoon's 7-2 Mernick made another error that
Lobo win, and Joe Waid did the gave NMHU an unearned run, but
same in the second game of this one didn't hurt Marzullo. The
Lobos had already scored six runs
Saturday's doubleheader.
The Lobos registered a lopsided in support of Arnie before
Mernick's seventh inning error.
victory in that oM, 13·1.
"Fitz" Hits
In the middle game of the three
Rightfielder Dan Fitzgerald had
game series, Ron Adair had his
problems on the mound. the big hit of the game, With the
However, Cowboy pitchers and bases loaded in the first inning~
fielders had even more problems result of a Cowboy miscue, a base
on l:>?.Jls, ancl a single by Perry
and the Lobos took a 12·8 win.
The three game statistics pretty Danforth-;"Fitzge~:ald smashed a
much tell the story. UNM had a long lin!! drive down the rightfield
.326 average as a team in the line. It went fol.' a double and
series, while NMHU hit only .258. scored two Lobos.
Coach Jim Marshall was
The Lobos scored almost three
times as many runs (32 to 11), somewhat upset over his
while the Cowboys committed Cowboy's play. "It's the same
almost five times as many errors thing every time we play them,"
(14 to 3). With the three victories,
the Lobos upped their 1972
record to t'ive wins and one loss.
The Cowboys are 0-3 on the
young season.
The UNM freshman team
Arnie Goes Distance
finished their basketball season on
In Friday's game, Marzullo a winning note Saturday night by
went the full nine innings allowing beating the Western New Mexico
six hits and only two runs. After freshmen 72-63, but losing a
going three innings without 114·84 decision to the m1.1ch taller
getting a strikeout, Marzullo House of Carpets Friday night.
whiffed 12 Cowboys over the last
House of Carpets' Charlie Criss,
six innings. However, he wasn't former New Mexico State
overly impressed by his
performance.
Gymnasts
"I think I pitched better in Las
'l'he UNM women's gymnastics
team will host a meet with
Gymnastics Unlimited of
Albuquerque March 10.
'l'he meet will feature many
talented gynmasts and t~ fr.ee .to.
the public. The meet is slated to
start at 7:30 p.m.

he said, "Too many errors!"
Losing pitcher Barry Sheldon gave
up six runs in five innings, but
only one earned-run. The
Cowboys committed six en:ors in
the game including two on one
play by Cowboy catcher, Bill
Kelly, However, Marshall added,
"Marzullo did a good job for New
Mexico."
The game was played in winds
that gusted up to 35 mph.
However, the Lobos should be
used to these winds by now; they
seem to constantly arrive just
about game time. The winds did
not upset Marzullo who said, "the
wind helped my fastball a little."
Saturday Opener
The opening game of
Saturday's twinbUl was strictly a
hitting affair, The Cowboys
jumped off to a 1-0 lead in the
first when UNM's Ron Adair
threw a wild pitch which allowed
Ron Hernandez to score from
third. 'l'he Lobos picked up a tally
in the bottom half of the opening
frame when Mernick's fly ball to
rightfield was misplayed into a
triple and Hank Garcia singled
him home.
This set the tempo of the game.

In the second game of the
The Lo'Qos broke a 6·6 tie in the
doubleheader
the Cowboys once
bottom of the fourth and went on
to a 12·8 victory in the seven again came up with a run in the
inning cont.est. Adair gave up si:x: first inning. However, the Lobos
runs (five earned) in four innings came right back with two in the
but recorded his second \vin of bottom half of the frame and
the young season with relief help soon turned it into a rout. Joe
Waid, now 2·0, pitched six strong
from Rick Koch.
Joe Buglioni, Cowboy starter innings allowing five hits and one
and looser, lasted only an inning run.
and a third. He gave up six runa;
Mike Laul·<mt pitched hitless
but five of them were unearned, ball in the final inning of the
and hb performance was not that seven-inning game. Bob Whitney,
bad. However, Coach WHliamson Cowboy starter was bombed for
came out to chat with Joe after eight runs in four innings before
Adair hit a threl:l run homerum in giving way to Dick McArthur who
the second, and the umpire was bombed for five runs in two
pointed out that this was innings,
William's second trip to the
Ga~:cia Homers·
mound in the inning. This meant
The big hit of the game was
the pitcher had to be removed.
David Jones took the mound in made by Garcia, Lobo
relief and the Lobos raclted up six thirdbaseman, who stepped into a
more runs off him in the next hanging curve ball and
(Please turn to page 7)
four innings.

Ily TOM REICHERT
"Harold Little got the rebound
and was fouled," states Coach
llob King after the game."
"There is no doubt I was
fouled," relates Harold Littre in a
quiet Lobo locker room Saturday
night.
Unfortunately for New Mexico,
the officials tuled that tirne had
expired prior to Little's tip-in try
during which Cougar Doug
Richards "slapped his arm." ·
Thus the Lobos were denied a
chance to win a game they should
have won and BYU escaped with a
61-60 cliffhanging victory that
ended the season for New Mexico;
WAC champion BYU goes on to
play Long Beach State in the
NCAA championships.
The loss dropped New Mexico's
final recm;d to 15-11 and 7-7 in
league play. On Friday night, the
Lobos toyed with Utah in
recording an easy 7 7•58 win.
Free Throws Costly
the controversial
Little play in the final frantic six
Disr~gardiug

seconds, the story of the game can
be traced to New Mexico's failure
to convert four one·and·one free
throws in the final five and a half
minutes of play.
' ' M i s s i n g t h o s e f out
one-and-ones cost us the game,"saidKingsimply.FirstLittle,then
Darry 1 Minnie field, ace
free-thrower Tommy Roberts, and
finally Gabe Nava missed the
front end of bonus free throws
that ~ould have provided a
cushion that the Cougars could
never have surpassed,
Nava's final miscue came with
1:08 remaining and the Lobos
leading 60-59. Following the miss,
BYU set up hot Phil Tollestrup
for a 25 foot jumper that sealed
the Big Red's fate 61-60.
Faulkner, Minnifield Shine
The defeat marred superb
performances by Senior Mike
Faulkner and Darryl Minniefield
who both outplayed the CougaJ:s
highly publicized center Kresmir
Cosic.
Faulkner ended his career by
displaying some of the quickest

offen:sive moves Lobo fans have
ever witnessed. The 6-7 pivotman
from Chicago had Cosic in a da:l\e
all evening with 21 points on an
assortment of hooks, fall away
jumpers, and finesse lay-ins.
On the other end of the floor,
Minniefieldwasholdingthebigh
scoring Yugoslavian to only nine
points by effectively denying him
the ball. In basketball terms,
Darryl was fronting Cosic without
allowiug lob passes to reach the
6-11 center.
The man who really burned
Ne·N :Mexico was Phil Tollestrup.
The 6·6 Canadian native scored 14
of his 16 points in second half,
mostly OJ:l 20-30 foot jumpshots.
Tollestrup Hot
Tollestrup 's deadly outside
shooting helped BYU shoot 53
per cent from the field in the
second half while the Lobos were
cooling off to 36 per cent in the
second stanza after a fast start.
New Mexico jumped out a 23-9
lead at the outset and the 14,962
spectators were sensing an upset.
But BYU took Cosic out and New

'Pups Split Final Games

BOOKS

BOOKS, BOOKS

·-· ume
PROfESSOR
6001(~
FAIR

PLA~A

LOMAS & SAN PEDRO N.E.
Open Mon.•Fri. 10am·9 pm
Sat. 10 am·S pm
Sun, lpm-6 pm

'King Ubu'
The English Department will
be holding tryouts for the play
"King Ubu" on March 8 at 7:30
p.m. in the lounge of Bandelier
East. The play requires nine actors and tryouts are open to both
men and women with or without
prior experience.

stand-out, hit a game high of 36
points as the winners beat the
Wolfpups for the third time this
season.
The Wolfpups, completely
undermanned in the contest, were
led by Richard Pokorski and Bob
Toppett scoring 27 and 26 points
tespectively. Both aces have
scored consistently throughout
the season and are expected to be
fine addi.tions to next year's
varsity.
Saturday night the Pups
downed a well balanced WNMU
frosh behind a 24 point, 17
rebounQ performance by
Pokorski.
WNMU had 10 players in the
scoring column but none of them
hit in double figures. Fo:rmer
Bel'll~tlillo and Highland stlll'S, Joe
Mondragon and Harold Clopton,
led the parade of scorers with
eight points each. Pat King .scored
19 points for the Wolfpups
followed by Topper with 15
points and 12 rebounds.
The Wolfpups ended their
1971-72 carnpaign with a 10·8
record.

.

., ;

Arnie Marzullo

102·43 and UNM 73·65.
The Lobos took ten first places,
out of a possible 17, compared to
Arizona's three, but the Wildcats
captured 11 seconds to outpoint
the locals.
Arizona's only really
outstanding achievement of the
meet was a :51.9 440·yard

Lyle Talbot
Agency. Inc.

Student Auto
Insurance
Special Rates For:

To No Avail

One Year ..- $7 .oo
All you need to <lo to lun·e the LOBO mailed to your home is
send $7.00 lo: LOBO, UNM P.O. Box 20, University of New
Mexico, Albuquerque, New Mexico, 8'7106 or come by the
office, Journalism building, room 205 at the corner of Central
and Yale.
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intermediate hurdles by Robert
Phelps. Phelps bucked a strong
head wind half of the race, but
still beat Abiline Christian's Roger
Colglazier by almost a second.
Two weeks ago Colglazier had run
the same event in :51.7.
Three Lobos had outstanding
days, with Chuck Steffes and
Walter Henderson turning in
double victories and Per Eric
Smiding throwing of the best
javelin throws in Lobo history.
With the wind at his back
Steffes had little difficulty
sweeping the jumping events, He
breezed in the long-jump, going
23' 103/.U, only three inches shy of
the national collegiate record.
Another strong performance
was turned in by sprinter Walter
Henderson. Henderson fought the
wind in the 100-yard dash, just
edging Arizona's Hardy
Massengill, turning in .a time of
:10.4. He had the wind at his back
for the 220, and it showed as he
cut the tape at :21.2.
Per Eric Smiding put the javelin
throw early with his hurl of
255-6. The spear sailed beyond
the normal measuring Area, almost
reaching the high jump pit.
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straightened it out across the
rightfield fence.
In the bottom of the sixth,
UNM sent rune men to the plate
and four of them scored, Yet, the
Lobos had grand total of only
two hits in that inning, including
one that didn't go out of the
infield.
Adair struck-out twice and
went 0-for-4 on Friday, but
became the series' leading hitter
by going 6-for-6 in Saturday's
twinbill. Along with his six series
hits, the Lobo firstbasemanpitcher had five RBI's and scored
six times.
Danforth had five hits in 11
plate appearances including a

a

'l'he Lobos next g,ames are
against Northern Arizona
University at Lobo field this
weekend. New Mexico Highlands
will face the Lobos again on May
2 in Las Vegas,

1 H.ill

Experienced Handling of

Hard lo Place Insurance

Stay current by working in system$ develop•
ment that is in the fore-front of Electro
Mechanical Design or fabrication. This is
key to your long range success and security.

the
best

23¢

HAMBURGER

JOB STABILITY

in town
Henry's Drive-In
1 16 Central9 am toll am
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Mandatory meeting lues.
& Wed., Marc:h 7th & 8th
7:00pm in Johnson Gym

z

,• MlMOiltX
ONE STOP 'FOA: o\LL YOUR STEREO N!EOS

COMPLETE SERVICE DEPT.
MONOAV· SA.TURbA.V 9.oo- AM tO ?:Ot> PM
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(Room 127)

for all UNM girls who wish to
tryout for Chaparrals.

Sunday, March 19, 7 p.rn.-UNM Arena
•
3 •50 , 4•00' 4 •50 $1.00
ONM St•tdenfs
Reg. Prtces
off all prices

It's fun!

We are industry leaders in many fields. Your
career can take sht~pe in Radar-Electro
Optics-Guidance Control-CommunicationComputer Design and other areas. The choice
is yours•.

STATE OF THE ART TECHNOLOGY
two-run HR in the second game of
the series. Garcia contributed a
4-for·lO performance and Mernick
went 5-for-12.
Cowboy firstbaseman Steve
Reynolds, brother of Philadelphia
Phillie pitcher Ken Reynolds, had
the best hit of the series.

r' UU'/RC

Chaparral Tryouts

Fell

New Mexico's Tommy Roberts and Mike Faulkner battle with
BYU's Phil Tollestrup for po~ssion of loose ball during second half
a~ion of Saturday night's gam~.> won by BYU 61·60. Faulkner ended
his Lobo career with a 21 point effort against the Cougars. 'l'ollestrup
was the principal thorn in the Lobos side by scoring 14 second half
points, including the winning basket with 52 seconds left,
.
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DIVERSIFICATION
Photo

1500 SAN PEDRO, N.E:.

Having Trouble Writing Ho:me~
Ilave the Lobo Do It For You!

.

Consider these facts about Tl's Equipment
Group when looking for a career.

j256-3518\
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Mexico suffered a mental lap~e of the season was due mainly to
according to Assistant Coach board strength, and superior ball
Norm Ellenberger. The Cougars handling,
outscored the Lobo cagers 17-9 in
The Lobos had a 63-50 edge on
the filial seven minutes of the half the backboards, with Minnicfield's
to cut the Lobo edge to 29-26 at total falling just three short of the
the intermission.
'
school record of 26 by Tom King
Layup's by Faulkner and in 1960. Leg cramps sent
Minniefield, a jumper by Nava and "Minny" to the bench three times
two free throws by Faulkner fiur.ing the game which made his
propelled New Mexico right back lf;otal even more amazing.
into a comfortable lead at 37·26
Utah committed 26 turnovers
with 17:32 left in the game. throughout the game while New
Tollestrup and Doug Richards Mexico had but 14, 'l'he Lobo
then began to find the range for defense forced Utah to shoot a
BYU and the stage was set for the cold 32 per cent for the game.
last five mip.utes when New
Action was rough under the
Me:~cico gave the game to the basket during most of the second
Cougars with their missed free half. Finally tempert> began to
throws.
flare,
S!:ewart Ejected
Harold Little rounded out his
Stewart was immediately
career with a 12 point·nine
rebound effort. Minnief'ield had ejected by referee Irv Brown after
nine points and the Lobo guards the Lobo center reacted to a slap
Roberts and Nava chipped in with in the face by Utah's Charlie
Whiting. Mike claimed he did not
eight markers.
Roberts turned in another throw a punch and was just trying
stellar defensive performance by to protect himself, but Brown
holding Bernie Frye~: to but six didn't see it that way,
points on three of 13 from the
Whiting's scuffle with Stewart
field. Brian Ambro:l\ich (10) and was just the beginning of the
Doug Richards (12) supported demonstrative sophomore's
Tollestrup's 16 points.
problems. A.• unnecessary elbow
directed at New Mexico's Mark
Redskins Dominated
Darryl Minniefield's 23 Saie~:s saw Whiting exit from the
rebounds and• the banishment of action with 2:23left,
Lobo Mike Stewart in a wild three
Mike Faulkner paced the Lobos
minute conclusion were the balanced scoring effort with 20
highlights of New Mexico's points. Harold Little followed
domination of Utah's Redskins on with 15 points and Darryl
Friday night.
Minnifield (11) and Gave Nava
New Mexico's fifteenth victory (10) also scored in double figures.

ENGINEERS,
WE'RE HIRING!!!

Thinclads Fall to Arizona; Beat ACU
The Lobo tracksters turned in
some fine individual performances
but Jacked the depth necessary to
outlast WAC foe Arizona, losing
to the Wildcats 74-70 in the dual
competition and 75·67 in the
triangular scoring. Abiline
Christian • was a distant third in
both categories, losint to Arizona

'

BYU Nips Lobos In Season Finale

Lobos Re.cord' Now 5-1

Yes, because we have set a new growth goal
-to reac:h $3 billion in annual sales in the
decade of the Seventies. This. growth will
provide endless advancement opportunities
for engineers who have cr desire for responsibility in an innovative, enthusiastic growth
corporation where the atmosphere is informal but highly competitive, demanding
and professional.

See us at your placement Office.
We will be on your campus interviewing

MARCH 9 AND 10
Evaluate yourself the potential of a career

with Tl. If the schedule is full or you cannot
'interview on campus, send a resume to
R. Y. Henslee
Corporate Staffing
Texas Instruments Incorporated
P.O. Box 5474, MS/67
Dallas, Texas 75?.2Z

TEXAS INSTRUMENTS
lNCORPORATF..D

AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY
EMPLOYER

present 1.0. Cord to UNM Athletic Office fot advance tickets

!General Admisoion 3.00, day of game only)

NEW MEXICO LOBO

Monday, March 6, 1972
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penitentiary on March 15, 1971
after serving a two year sentence
for ·resisting the draft, A film,
"Carry It On," which he made
with his wife, will be shown for
two days prior to his appearance.
UNM students, faculty and staff
can attend free of charge.
Non-university students and
adults must pay $1,50.

Yerma
Federico Garcia Lorca's famous
play ''Yerma" will be presented
by the U of A drama department
tonight and Tuesday night at 8
p.m. Tickets are free for U of A
students, $1.50 for other students
with an ID, and $2.50 general
admission. Reservations can be
made at the box office, 243-9461
ext. 242 between 1 and 5 p.m.

David Harris

David Harris, draft resister and
husband of folk singer Joan Baez,
The Nimbus III satellite carried
will give a public talk Thursday, the first systems for gathering
March 9 at 8 p.m. in the quantitative measurements
Anthropology lecture hall. Harris, . through the column of
26-year-old writer and speaker, atmosphere below the craft.
was released from federal

ADVERTISING

CLASSIFIED
RATES: 7c per word, 20 word minimum ($1.-IOJ per time run. U ad is to
run tlve or more consecutive days with
no changes the rate Is reduced to 6c
per word 11nd the minimum number oi
worda to 10,

WHERE: Journalism Building. Room
206, afternoons preferably or IJudL
Classified Advertlsln&:
UNM P.O Box 20
Albuquerque, N.M. 87106

TERMS: PaYment muat be made In full prior to insertion of advertisement

PERSONALS

1>

l!'EMALE ROOMMATE WANTED to
share apt. 2 miles from campus, 255·
U806,
3/1
TWO ROOMMATES. 2 br house. $56 each.
2904 Hyder SE or 256-8904. John. 2/7

TRANSIT: HAVING A HARD TIME 1
Drug Counseling and Information, call
277-5342, Mesa Vista 1066, Sun:-Thurs.
6-12 Fri. and Sat. 7·2
ASTROLOGY-Twelve week course begin·
nlng March 7; call Michael, 266·0902, at
the Llbracom Academy of Astrology. 3/7
TffiED OF. EXTRAW POUNDS 1 UNM
Professor and Graduate Student are
conducting a research study based on
sensible and successful methods of losIng weight. Interested in participating 1
Call 842-G763.
3~
NEED A RIDE TO NEW YORK March
26th to 28th. Will share gas expenses.
3/7
Jane, 298-1303.
FREE DOG TO RESPONSIBLE HOME.
8 month female, affectionate, overly In·
telllgcnt. 2G6-6070 after 6.
3/7
LANDLORD PROBLEMS: The Daily
Lobo Is doing n survey on tenant/land·
lord hassles In the UNM urea. If you
have a problem, or have an exceptionally
good landlord, give \13 n call, 277·4202,
alter li p,m, We will not accept unonY•
mou.~ calls.
COUPLE NEEDS RIDE TO NEW YORK
n£ter I•'cb. 20, 266-9367.
•. l!L4
FREE EARS - FREE TALK - FREE
MINDS. AGORA can listen to your
problems with an open mind und a dlf·
ferent. perapcctlve. If its a little prob·
lcm, perhaps we can help you solve it
rl~jht away. If ita a whopper 1 we can
he p you over the crisis anu suggest
aPPrOJiriate long term heJp, AGORA,
NW corner Mesa Vlatn Hall, 277·3013,
Call or come ace us. We •arc available
tfn
around the clock.
T•1XPF:RIF.NCE A liiGII IN LEATHER:
pants, jackets, belts, wallets, hats, bags,
knapsacks. Upstairs nt THE LEATHER·
DACK TURTLE, 2933 Monte VIsta NE
(behind Triangle Dar)
tfn

51

:J~.;t up fur cal'ilpin:;.

y

LOST: Bracelet tnoe ~toltl watch, possibly
• on playing ficld9, 277·1:iG96.
3/6
l•'OUND: CONTACT LENSEs-In blue
cn.?c ncar library r.all 277·4873.
3/6
FOUND: SLIDE RULE in UNM campus
parking lot. Claim in Urn, 2ilv. Journal·
fum.
3/6
I•'OUND~MAN'S JA<~KE'r IN GEOLOGY BUILDING. TuC3. nitc
Catl
Marv1n 1 277-4901.
2/4

SERVICES

3)

CSC HELPING UNM grew nplrltually I
1.30 Girard NE, 2GG-4312.
3/17
UOME Rl'~PAIR TJo~LEVISION SER:
VICE. D&W, Color, Stereo. Student
3/6
discount. 268·468!1.
MCAT PP.Jo~PARATION FOR THE MED·
ICAL COLLEGE ADl\USSlONS TEST.
For in!ormntlon write: Grudunte Studle3 ~nter, P.O. Dox 386, New York,
10011.
3/'J
STUDENT TRIPS AND CAMPING
WITH MINITUEKS - EurOPl', North
Atriea, Ori!'Tit. Write S.T.O.P,, 21tiOU
Shntturk, Dl'rl<eley CA, 'J4704_,()R ~mE
TUA VEL AGENT.
UNM Studt!nt 1locs ehrop tune-ups, Set
timing, carburetor, instoll new points,
plugs, eomlensor-nll for $5. You supply
part.G, or I do nt discount pril'e:~. Dox
4171i tor inotant. reply. Zip=--==--87106. 3/6
.....
WEDDING AND PORTUAIT PHOTOG·
_!t~l)liY. An•lrea Wcat, 282-6894.
tfn
TYl'ING. :ReMOIIC1Lle Ratt·. m~tm·. !180!1 Salem NE. 296·8349.
3/8
PASSPORT, IMMIGRATtON, IDENTl·
FICATJON photo. FMt, inexpensive,
pleaalng. :Near UNM. Cnll 265•2444 or
come to 1717 Girard Blvd. NE.
l/28
GROUP TAOS SKI TRIPS, $35.00 inetud~
lodging, transportation & dbcounts. 282•
G401i.
3/0
~

4)

_._=o...;.~-~-

G~74.

6/G

$2.GO/wk.

Free lPEEJJ IIEA/JINI Lessons!

CLASSICS. TR-3. 191:i8 crrompuff. 1966
Ttnf!"rial. Immal'ulat!' l''lndltion, $l2li0.
268-91!18.
3/8
6)

(@unrttrs

TODAY

EMPLOYMENT

EXOTIC DANCER, girl entertainers for
_private party. 842·5412.
3/8
FLOWERS MAKE THE DAY BEAUTlFUL--acU flowers-good pay-268!1822.
3/31
YOU WON'T GET RICH-but It's beer
$$, or even rent $$ lf you give it a
decent try. Sell the HARD TIMES, 107
Cornell SE or pick some up at the
Roach Ranch, 120 Yale SE.

FOR RENT

4:30 and 7:30 p.m.
at

White Winroek
Motor Inn

FACTORY
OUTLET

Kosher &

SPECIAL GROUP
MENS AND LADIES
LEATHER JACKETS
Y2 Qli'F

Italian Sandwiches
Steaks
BBQ Ribs

Located Behind l'ionccr Wear

(and your
favorite drinhs)

in

Winroek Center
8~•11/tJ«t READING DYNAMICS
301 San Peclro NE

1718 Yale Blvd. SE

"Famous :-1 ante Brands at
l.owcr Than Possible Prices

905 Yale S..E.
Page 8

••

196!1 VW. Goo1l eonditlon-very reasonable
-mu:;t S!'ll. Reid, 261i·1698.
3/8
1[}70 JIONDA 760. Come by and make
_2ffer nt 313 Girard SE, Apt. r;,
3/8
SUPER 8 1\IOVIE Camern-Instamntie
Kodak l'rl24, $40. New, 277-5366.
3/8
Df.~AI. STUDENT TO STUDENT. Save
40C:~ -Dinmonds
nntl ~u.qtom battd!l.
Charlie Romero-344·634!1.
4/0

-=oiL

• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •

$600.01). ~4~-14Q?

3/6
$750 STEREO COMPONENT system, 160
watt amp. speakers, tape deck, headphones. For sale or trade, make offer.
247-8263.
3/6
'filE LEAT5ER2ACK TIJR.'!'!.!i!
you'!:'
organic haberdaaher haa pants that ftt
where others leave off. Upstairs at 2933
Monte VIsta NE. (Behind the Trlansde
Dar).
tfn
NEW 1971 SINGER SEWING MA·
CHINES eQUipped to do most BDY•
thing, $49.96. Cash or Tel'tM. Open 7
days a week. United Freight Sales, 3020
San Mateo NE.
t!n
30 USED PORTABLE TV's. $30-$60. 441
Wyoming NE. 21il:i·l:i987.
6/2
PHOTOGRAPHIC SUPPLIES. Student
discount on everything In store. Dark·
room supplies, film, chemlenls, processing. Southern Exposure lTD, 2318 Cen•
tral, across from Yale Park.
tfn
ART STUF' hag all art supplies dis3/6
eounted. 1824 Central.
1068 VOLKSWAGEN CAMPER. very
good condition, runs great, $1600, 2!19·
4!104.
3/G
JUST RECEIVED-1072 model solid state
sterro eomponent system, eomplete with
AM·FM, J;'?J1.stereo radio, stereo cassette
recorder and vlayer complete with microvhone, Includes deluxe DSR reeord
ehnnaer for only $241!,!16, Cllllh or terms.
UNITED FREIGHT SALES 3020 San
Matro NE. Open seven days a week. tfn
FORD POP top camper. Excellent condl·
tion. Prlccd to sell, 898·1273.
3/6
PORTABLE DISIIWASHER,. excellent
condition, top loading. $GO.OO, 266·3493
after G:OO pm.
3/8
EUROPEAN HEALTH SPA Membership.
2-ln-1 plan. In£ormatlon, call Jeannette,
277·3273, Gary, 296-6963,
3/8
llANO-MADE LEATHER PANTS. Custom. Ren:;onable price. Experienced 282-

LOST & FOUND

2)

FOR SALE

1068 VOLKSWAGEN FASTBACK. $3PO
below book at $926. Call 266-0177. 2/29
1950 SPARTAN MANSI(>l~-TRAILER, 8'
by 36'. Excellent condition. Perfect for
single student or couple. $1760, 2825296.
3/9
1970 KARMAN GHIA. Excellent condi·
tlon, 14,300 miles. Make an offer, Call
266-6456 before 5:00, 298-1619 after
6:00.
3/9
1966 PORSCHE 356C. Rebuilt engine.
$2860 firm, 266·8904 or 842-5314, John.
3/7
1966 JEEP STATION WAGON-good 6
cyl. engine, new clutch, body excellent.
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